and Relocation Assistance Act, with $130 million earmarked for the Midwest to enable the government to assist flood victims by purchasing flood-damaged property (rather than rebuilding on it) and then signed the parcel over to the local community to maintain it as open space in perpetuity.1 Hundreds of communities participated in the initial run of what has become known as "The Buyout Program," and several used the aid to completely relocate to higher ground. One relocating town, Pattonsburg, Missouri, was selected as a national demonstration site, enabling experts to conduct town 1 1 meetings and a design charette so that the new site would benefit from the •^s best practices of resource and energy efficiency (Fig. 1 ). My role on the design team was to help link the process of creating an environmentally sustainable infrastructure for the new town with the local culture. In the end, my efforts proved to be as unsuccessful as any of the plans to limit infrastructure by clustering housing or constructing wetlands for storm water management. Over the next five years, however, I continued to visit and document the evo-I 5? lution of Pattonsburg's relocation and reconstruction. I returned to view a railroad town with a beautiful nineteenth-century Main Street become a slightly stranded suburb next to the Interstate, and I returned because of Margaret Lambert.
As proprietor of the only beauty parlor in Pattonsburg, Margaret Lambert was talking about the move to the new site as she curled white hair on the Friday afternoon in October 1994 when I arrived. With less than 400 people still residing in town, the salon was alive with many of the remaining home owners, and they were considering their options. Should they settle for the government buy-out of their houses and move sooner rather than later to senior housing or watch their homes knocked off the foundation, lifted onto flatbed trucks for the move to higher ground, and run the risk of not being able to sell the house in the future? As she faced them in the mirror, Margaret Lambert said that there would not be much to the "new" town without the old houses and buildings.
Margaret's inclination toward the past was evident all over the beauty parlor; mounted collections of antique hair fashioning equipment hung above the dryers. During the many devastating floods, Margaret had rescued documents, aerial photographs, photo albums, and records of all kinds, including copies of The Pattonsburg Call back to the 1880s. As president of the Genealogical and Historical Society (known as Tree Climbers' Club), housed in the adjacent storefront, Margaret had broken through the party wall running the full length toward the back of the narrow salon and installed a plastic, accordion-style room divider so that she could keep her eyes on both places at once. The beauty parlor/historical society became my unofficial office in Pattonsburg, and that movable wall, somehow, stays with me as a reminder that a desire to fashion anew may not be far from a desire to recover the past. The environmental movement has yet to focus on this particular human-environment relationship or the emotional economy in which ideas circulate and people dwell.
Four years after our weekend workshops, the real process in Pattonsburg staggers on, having succeeded in moving upland after decades of economic decline. 1 argue that Pattonsburg did, indeed, reproduce itself, just without many of the formal relationships that made the old town so much like a model of New Urbanism. A dozen houses were carried on flatbed trucks to new, treeless lots. Against the recommendations of the design team, houses were spread as far apart as possible, without regard for energy efficiencies He longing I j am i e h or w i tz/ (Fig. 2 ), the retail strip appears similar to those at the entry to a subdivision, complete with four lanes and a grassy median. Compared to the initial design, the built version is surreal. The lot where a city hall was planned was auctioned off to the highest bidder. Now, a funeral parlor is at the head of Main Street. Everywhere the eye travels, the white domes of the new elementary and high school are visible (like the giant breast rolling over the hill in an early Woody Allen movie). The domes are the highest efficiency for heating. and cooling, double as tornado shelters for the entire town, and are a tremendous source of pride to the people of Pattonsburg who succeeded in using insurance money from a fire at the old high school to build this consolidated school in the new town. They still have no grocery store. However, their first gas station-convenience store, "Total," is visible from town and also from the new interchange on Interstate 35.
The only sign of the relocation, other than the old houses on new lots, is at Old Memories Cafe in the commercial strip. Instead of a photograph of the old town or a visual history of the flood, a mural and photographs above the booths show images of a movie made in the old town. Last summer, United Artists leased Old Pattonsburg for $45,000 as the set for a film about a Missouri family conflict during the Civil War. Ride with ttie Devil is a $35 million film, directed by Ang Lee (who made Eat Drinl< Man Woman and The Ice Storm), and was released in the winter of 1999 to mixed reviews. Many residents worked as extras, and the properties of the six families who were still living in the old town, with their satellite dishes and propane tanks, were camouflaged during filming. The money spent on making old Main Street into a film set made everything about it look more attractive, from the wood sidewalks and dirt roads, the painted brick, and the colorful signs later auctioned off, to the buff boys with earrings. The set for Ride with tlie Devil remade Old Pattonsburg, washing it in historical fiction in which the relationship between memory and architecture remains uncompromisingly porous, never underestimating the load it must carry or the weight of its mass. Ang Lee's eye is so sharp, and the details are so focused, that the distance, or blur, often associated with memory is forgotten.
Especially beautiful was the false work that had to be constructed in order to support the new facades. These structures were taken down the day filming ended but some traces remain; a date that was sandblasted and posters for men ofcolorto avoid conscription still hang with hybrid marks of the local culture. English historian Raphael Samuel wrote that memory work, which in previous times was performed by territorial belonging, is at the end of the 20th century being performed by places: by landscapes and architecture that stand in for complex webs of social life. 2 Not only do places represent a national heritage, but the means by which they do so are subordinated by the design of communications technologies. In so many ways, media authorizes memory.
Preoccupations with the past life of a place or a thing have been the subject of many contemporary artists. I associate this friction between having a memory and having the physical representation of a memory with my two favorite Rachels: Rachel Rosen and Rachel Whiteread. When Rachel Rosen, a leading female replicant in the film Blade Runner, tries to convince Decker, the leading man, that she is human, she shows him photographs of her ostensible family. The photographs evoke an emotional intensity that almost confirms Rachel's humanness: a virtual proof that she is human and not a manufactured object. Rachel Whiteread's sculptures also conjure a past life; by casting the interior of an old house in ghostly concrete before it was torn down in one of London's urban redevelopment schemes, she literally exposes its interior surface (Fig. 3 ). Whiteread's work has been extraordinarily successful in drawing attention to itself, as well as its "absent host." But even before "The House," as it is known, won the Turner Prize, English critic Lynne Cooke wrote: "Whiteread's work shows that when memory and imagination invest in [things] they are able, like Rachel Rosen, to cross over from the realm of the inanimate to that of the living. In the summerof 1998, Whiteread completed her first piece for and about the American landscape. A cast resin water tower can be seen sitting on top of a building in New York City's Soho. I enjoyed seeing the cast resin standing near these ordinary "copies." I liked walking through Soho searching for them across the rooftops and the way it makes visible the forever-invisible interior contents of its wooden sisters. The resin appears like a memory of shimmering, full water tanks. And yet this interior life did not suggest its own past. Rather, I read them as an invitation to think about the future of water in New York City. I would like to see them next to I-35, like a mysterious sign marking the two Pattonsburgs. Thinking about Whiteread's glittering water towers made me realize that it was the ghost town that I am returning to time after time. The poet Adrienne Rich said that nostalgia is amnesia in reverse. Instead of forgetting the past, one remembers it too much. Nostalgia is a kind of forgetting about changes and futures.
There exists a parallel in the animal world: field studies of African elephants have begun to explain some of the reasons why they are thought to have a superior long-term memory (Fig. 4) . Within what remains of their habitat, an elephant's survival depends on being able to find watering holes. They will journey across dry savannas in search of oases they once visited as toddlers. Because they trust their memories, they also die in search of these watering holes; due to the duration of time, many wells will have dried up or have been destroyed. Too much memory can be as dysfunctional as too little memory. This, too, is a meaning of nostalgia.
A critique of nostalgia is a critique of the fixed, the singular, the true home place, and the best corrective for nostalgia that I know comes from the realization that a "homeplace" can include more than one location, either temporally or physically. Margaret Lambert died two years ago, and Main Street is a grassy ruin. I continue to stop by the double frontage, and I argue with Margaret's husband Tom about what to do with the records, photographs, and newspapers that are now stored in a trailer on the Lambert's farm. I take my friends into that ruined space and point to the traces of that permeable wall between the beauty parior and the Historical Society. That zigzag line constructed a tentative division and simultaneous joint between oral and written traditions, crossing over between the realm of the inanimate to that of the living, and keeping each party in calling distance, on both sides of this leaky wall.
